To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed MECKF (model error compensatory Kalman filter) algorithm, its higher performance is demonstrated by comparing with DSLMS algorithm, and the feasibility of the model noise determination by comparison with MECKF-S-H method. In the simulation experiments compared with DSLMS algorithm, we employed stationary condition for single-tone and broadband ANC, non-stationary conditions with primary path, secondary path varying and additive noise increasing, the results show that the MECKF algorithm converge fast, has a wide noise reduction band, and performs well in either stationary or non-stationary condition with single-tone and broadband original noise.
Introduction
To illustrate the effectiveness of the MECKF [1] algorithm [2, 3] , We refer simulation experimental conditions to [4] . The sampling rate of ANC system is 300 Hz. The single-tone original disturbance signal is a 30 Hz sin signal with unit amplitude. For 0~400 Hz broadband original signal, we set a 4 KHz sampling rate. 
10 log E RNP dB e n   =   ), data after convergence, all averaged after 200 Monte Carlo experiments. Note that the secondary path knowledge is unknow in iterations of different algorithms.
International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) Due to the diversity of the convergence rate, we set different time and iteration coordinate ranges with the same amplitude range for different algorithms, in order to clearly demonstrate convergence process and noise control effect. For non-stationary conditions in primary and secondary path, we set the changing points at 2 s, 1 s, 17 s for MECKF, MECKF-S-H and DSLMS respectively. For the additive noise increasing experiment, the changing points of DSLMS and MECKF remain the same, while MECKF-S-H method changes to 2 s.
Single-tone ANC with stationary secondary path
In this simulation, the secondary path is modeled by an IIR filter with transfer function ( ) 
Single-tone ANC with sudden increase in additive noise
In the condition that additive noise ( ) v n increases 6 dB, Fig.4 and Tab However, MECKF-S-H shows a significant overshoot and a much slower convergence rate, this can be explained by the iteratively obtained system noise properties. Since DSLMS has a narrow noise reduction band, not only subband structure should be applied but also the order of the adaptive filter should be increased.
To get insight in the robustness in broadband ANC system, the same experiments have been repeated for unstable in ( ) P n , ( ) v n and ( ) 
Conclusions
In the simulation experiments compared with DSLMS algorithm, we employed stationary condition for single-tone and broadband ANC, non-stationary conditions with primary path, secondary path varying and additive noise increasing, the results show:
1) The MECKF algorithm converges fast, and has a wide noise reduction band.
2) The MECKF algorithm performs well in either stationary or non-stationary condition with single-tone and broadband original noise.
